
Many thanks for the opportunity to speak given that at previous planning meetings many 

were turned away nor was any provision to present virtually made available. 

 

I have 3 detailed points which I think have previously either not been understood; rejected 

or indeed, the case for the applicant has been made falsely or misrepresents the situations. 

 

The points I will respectfully cover in turn are: 

 

• Drainage 

• Overshadowing 

• The Turning head for the Cul-de-sac 

Let’s start with drainage and there are 3 key points to understand. 

1. The application states that the drainage will meet with the required 1 in 100 year 

design criteria and connect in to a new drain installed as part of the Broughton 

Bypass construction. 

When LCC applied for permission and granted permission to build the Broughton 

Bypass it was understood that the drainage would be designed to that same criteria. 

I should add that much discussion went on around this as my property drained into 

the field which is the now built Bypass. LCC prior to the build put me on notice that 

the next letter would state my drains would be cut off and not reconnected. 

Incidentally when I showed concerns if that happened to the habitability of my 

property I was told by their drainage expert and designer (Allen Myers) that he knew 

of other properties that used a bucket and had this emptied daily! 

It since transpired that the drain running down D’urton Lane passed through my 

property. Insufficient knowledge of that drain has meant much cause of 

correspondence. 

I have had to take LCC to the 1st tier tribunal and after winning that case it meant 

questions around the drains have since, in part been answered. 

It transpires that the drain intended to pick up the outflows detailed in the 

application, foul and top water, have not been designed to the specification the 

applicant has stated. 

For clarity the drain does not meet the 1 in 100 year design capacity. 

I should go on to say that as the fluids leave the drain and enter Blundell Brook near 

the Church, the outflow pipe is low on the Brook bank and it is fitted with a non-

return valve. Essentially what this means is as the level of water rises in the Brook it 

closes the non-return valve. It has recently been stated by LCC that even with 

current flow rates there is the risk of property or land at the lower end of D’urton 



Lane flooding. The brook levels are regularly above the top of that non-return valve. 

Some properties in recent times have flooded for the first time to the extent that 

householders had to leave properties for many months. The Church faces similar 

issues. 

In addition last year I notified the Manager for Planning within LCC that I feared a 

problem was showing with the drains. He took no action, the very next day the 

Police had to close the Broughton Bypass as it was flooded. 

Point 2 relating to drainage 

2. The applicant has stated that the same drain has been CCTV surveyed. This is 

misleading and incorrect. It far from that position! 

The drain in question was installed by Hochtief, the contractor that built the Bypass. When a 

CCTV survey was undertaken it found the drain to be defective, the camera disappeared 

under standing water and many months later Hochtief returned to dig this drain up and 

reinstall it. This took many weeks. 

A subsequent CCTV survey found the problem was worse and the drain was heavily silted as 

well as slumped and filled with standing water. 

Many months later LCC’s own team returned and dug up the drain and re-installed it.  

Now, despite there being clear documented tests and surveys that should be undertaken 

during and after a highway drain is installed LCC failed to undertaken those tests or 

subsequent survey. 

They have refused to undertake a CCTV survey! We are fortunate in having Alf Clempson 

here as he questioned LCC on that very point at a recent meeting and they simply confirmed 

the drain has been installed satisfactorily. 

I can best compare this to shall we say a Preston City Council building Control Officer 

building his own extension and saying it didn’t need to be checked because he built it! 

LCC have failed to follow their own manual for installation of drains. They have also stated 

that this drain is a highway drain and that this development cannot hook into a highway 

drain which would mean this drain could not be used? 

The applicant has stated that it has been CCTV surveyed which it has not. 

 

3. The final point re drainage, I have had previous concerns in the past with new 

developments and the planning consultation. I noticed that on a close by 

development PCC planning had consulted with United Utilities and there was no 

objection re the drainage plan. In that scenario the applicant had stated that 

drainage would be captured within the curtilage of the development. 

I point out that was not possible and United Utilities had no objection as they had no 

assets/drains in the area. It became very clear to me that there was little to no 



questioning of replies or statements and when I respectfully pointed this out, PCC 

planning agreed as they had no drainage specialists to ask in house and they must 

simply go on the consultees replies. 

 

In summary on the drainage side we have statements made by the applicant that are 

incorrect and they cannot comply with the claims they have made, we have the vendor/LCC 

who sold the land for a high price admitting there is a risk to other properties irrespective of 

future development and PCC saying they don’t understand drainage. 

When LCC had me on notice to disconnect drains I became aware of a 101a agreement to 

connect to a public sewer. I was told the nearest was just beyond the motorway 

roundabout. Whilst difficult this might be an alternative solution for this application to 

progress. 

Overshadowing. 

Ofcom have a very clear document around tall buildings and their effect on wireless 

telecommunications. I pointed this out to PCC as an objection and was told that the building 

would not overshadow and light would not be restricted. My objection was thrown out and 

not heard. My objection was not about a light issue but the impact on telecommunications. 

I have the document here and it is very clear that local authorities should take into 

consideration the issue of a building creating a telecommunication shadow and that 

conditions should be built in. 

This building would be directly blocking properties line of site to Winter Hill. Not everyone 

has satellite services, some of the residents are older and may not have smart TV’s. When 

we have experienced lock downs these forms of communication are vital.  

Mobile signals could also be impacted. 

I would question why PCC fail to consider what Ofcom state should be considered. 

I think if the application is to proceed extensive mitigation measures should be 

incorporated. 

Turning Head and parking 

When the Broughton Bypass was planned it was made very clear that LCC’s own safe design 

of roads manual stated that a turning head should be included given D’urton Lane was to 

become stopped up! i.e. become a no through road or Cul-de-sac. Incidentally, no such 

signage has ever been place on the Lane to tell road users it is a Cul-de-Sac. 

The applicant in this case, in their rebuttals have included an Appendix APC2.  

This shows the turning head to be where it was originally planned. 

It was never built there, instead it was built where there is the gate access into the paddock. 

(site for the place of worship) 



LCC after the Bypass was built had to get the deviations from the original planning consent 

‘regularised’, in my language they had to apply for retrospective planning as they had built 

something which didn’t comply with the planning consent. 

At that time I objected to the turning head being where it was as how could it operate as a 

turning head given there was access off of it and this could cause conflict. 

My concerns were assuaged and it was sold to me very clearly by Jonathan Haine, Planning 

Manager at LCC that this would not be a problem. The paddock had to be reinstated post 

works and the compound evidence fully removed and that the access at the back of the 

turning head would only ever be used for a lightly accessed agricultural entrance. 

A lightly accessed agricultural entrance. 

Neither has the land been reinstated and LCC have not objected to such an extensive use of 

that access off the turning head. 

I should go on to say that regularly that turning head is obstructed, we get numerous Heavy 

Goods Vehicles coming down the Lane as the signage does not show it as a Cul-de-sac.  

In fact on one occasion where I was putting out some bins I noticed a car blocking the 

turning head and I politely approached a PCC officer and gentleman. I pointed out the 

obstruction and confirmed that the double yellow lines on the Lane were no longer legal as 

they were only there for the duration of the construction of the Bypass and LCC had stated, 

whilst no longer valid they would leave them there.   

My aim was to ensure a turning head was kept clear and to ensure people were aware of 

their legal options. 

The gentleman with the PCC officer turned to me and introduced himself as the owner of 

the property including the entrance where he was parked. He very firmly stated that it was 

his land, he would do with it what he wanted and would sing and dance on it if he wished. 

Whilst I didn’t feel threatened, I felt it clearly demonstrated a lack of respect to the 

neighbouring community and was not a good indicator that should planning proceed 

conditions would be complied with. I did instead turn and walked back into my property 

shaking my head. 

I think if this application is to proceed the parking on the Lane should provide permits for 

residents parking and alternative access incorporated leaving the turning head to act as 

intended. Double yellow lines would cause residents further issues.  


